**Cart Policy for Senior Amateur Championships**

During the USGA’s Senior Amateur championships, a “one-seat” policy is in effect during the player’s round.

The “one-seat” policy allows either the player or the player’s caddie to ride in or move a golf cart, but not at the same time. The player and the player’s caddie are not allowed to ride in the same or separate carts at the same time.

The player can ride in or move a golf cart with another player in it, so long as the player’s caddie is not riding in another cart at that time.

The player can ride in or move a golf cart with another player’s caddie in it, so long as the player whose caddie is in the cart is not riding in another cart at the same time.

The player and the player’s caddie are not allowed to ride in the same golf cart at the same time, nor may they ride in separate carts at the same time.

If the player or the player’s caddie show significant disregard for this policy, the Committee may disqualify the player under Rule 1.2a.

---

- **SINGLE RIDER**
  - The “one-seat” policy allows either the player or the player’s caddie to ride in or move a golf cart, but not at the same time.

- **TWO PLAYERS**
  - The player can ride in or move a golf cart with another player in it, so long as the player’s caddie is not riding in another cart at that time.

- **PLAYER & ANOTHER PLAYER’S CADDIE**
  - The player can ride in or move a golf cart with another player’s caddie in it, so long as the player whose caddie is in the cart is not riding in another cart at the same time.

- **PLAYER & PLAYER’S CADDIE**
  - The player and the player’s caddie are not allowed to ride in the same golf cart at the same time.